Autologous stem cell transplantation for Hodgkin's lymphoma: results and prognostic factors in 51 high-risk patients.
Autologous stem cell transplantation (ASCT) is largely employed in primary resistant or recurrent Hodgkin's Lymphoma (HL), while its role early in the course of the disease is still controversial. Our purpose was to analyse the results of 51 high-risk HL patients autografted at our Institution and the role of possible prognostic risk factors for the outcome. Twelve (23.5%) patients were in complete remission at transplant and were transplanted as having an high risk disease; 20 (39.5%) patients were in partial response and 19 (37.0%) were transplanted as primary induction failure. At a median time of 38 (6-111) months from ASCT, 36 (70.5%) patients are alive in complete remission, 8 (15.5%) patients are alive with disease and 7 (14.0%) died for progression. Thirty out of 32 (94.0%) patients transplanted with responsive disease (either complete or partial response) are alive without disease. Six out of 19 (32.0%) patients transplanted with resistant disease are alive in complete remission. The overall survival of the entire population is 77.0% at 60 (14-151) months from diagnosis. Disease free survival of the 22 patients that achieved a complete remission after ASCT (16 in partial response and 6 with resistant disease) is 100%. In our experience, more than 90% of patients transplanted with responsive but high risk disease, seem achieving and maintaining a durable complete remission, and more than 30.0% of patients submitted to ASCT with refractory disease can be potentially rescued by transplant.